MAGIC MUD PIES

Explore many textures and sounds as this mud becomes magic in this squishy sensory activity.

MATERIALS

- Dirt - any dirt will do
- Baking Soda
- Vinegar
- Bowl
- Grated sidewalk chalk or dry tempera paints (optional)

INSTRUCTIONS

1. If you want to add color, grate some sidewalk chalk with a cheese grater or use dry tempera paint. Little hands might need extra help with this.
2. Place an equal amount of dirt and baking soda in a bowl. It's okay if the ratio isn't quite right. More baking soda equals more fizzy fun!
3. You can add lots of found objects into your dirt and baking soda mixture. Leaves, flowers, sticks are all great options.
4. Sprinkle your chalk or tempera paint on top.
5. Pour, pipe, or spray vinegar onto the dirt and baking soda mix. The more vinegar you add, the muddier and bubblier your mix will become! If you're running low on vinegar, you can always add water to make your mixture muddier.

Share your creations by using #FIGatHome and tagging us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!